Dear [Mr./Ms. [Author Name]]:

We are pleased to accept your Article, “[Title of the Article]” for publication in the *Michigan State University Journal of Medicine and Law*, subject only to preemptive developments or unforeseen research deficiencies. We look forward to working with you in the editing process and you should be aware that reasonable and necessary changes will be made to your manuscript during this process.

In order that we both may avoid the consequences of unauthorized use of the Article, we consider it essential to set forth the assignment of certain publication rights by you to us. We also believe it important to restrict publication elsewhere of contributions to the *Michigan State University Journal of Medicine and Law*, in order to preserve the value of our periodical and thereby encourage future contributions by you and others. We therefore ask that you enter into this agreement relating to the publication of the Article.

1. You, [Author Name], grant the *Michigan State University Journal of Medicine and Law*, the exclusive right to publish and to authorize others to publish the Article, including translations into any other languages, in journals, magazines, newspapers, and other periodicals or non-hard copy print transmission including, but not limited to CD-ROM, or microfilm, microfiche or any other electronic miniature or reduced-image format, or electronic data retrieval systems pursuant to Paragraph 3, for a period beginning on the date of this agreement is agreed to and accepted and ending one year after the date of actual publication of the issue of the *Michigan State University Journal of Medicine and Law*, in which the Article first appears (the “Exclusive Period”). During such period, you agree not to publish, distribute, authorize or permit the publication, distribution, or reproduction of the Article in any form without the permission on the *Michigan State University Journal of Medicine and Law*. You may distribute copies of the Article before publication to colleagues and to legislators and other government officials, provided that it is indicated on the manuscript that it is to be published in an upcoming issue (use cite if possible: call our office for a proper cite) of the *Michigan State University Journal of Medicine and Law* and may not be copied without the permission of the *Michigan State University Journal of Medicine and Law*. After publication, you may distribute official reprints as defined in Paragraph 5.
2. After the end of the period outlined in Paragraph 1, you will have the right to publish, 
distribute, and authorize publication, distribution, and reproduction of the Article in any 
manner that you deem appropriate. The *Michigan State University Journal of Medicine 
and Law*, retains the nonexclusive right to publish and to distribute, and to authorize the 
publishation and distribution of the Article, either separately or as part of a collective 
work, including without limitation, individual reprints, copies of the issue of the 
*Michigan State University Journal of Medicine and Law*, in which the Article first 
appeared, bound volumes including such issue, collections of Articles including the 
Article, and electronic data retrieval systems pursuant to Paragraph 3.

3. In addition to the provisions of Paragraphs 1 and 2, this letter agreement specifically 
empowers the *Michigan State University Journal of Medicine and Law* to authorize 
clusion of the Article on electronic data retrieval systems, and other electronic media, 
including, without limitation, LEXIS*, WESTLAW**, HEIN-ON-LINE, and the World 
Wide Web (pursuant to Paragraph 4).

4. The *Michigan State University Journal of Medicine and Law* may post an abstract of the 
Article on the World Wide Web, or similar electronic data retrieval systems, without any 
access restrictions provided that in any such posting you are clearly identified as the 
author of the Article. The *Michigan State University Journal of Medicine and Law* may 
also place the full text of the Article on the World Wide Web, or similar electronic data 
retrieval systems, subject to any reasonable access restrictions deemed appropriate by the 
*Michigan State University Journal of Medicine and Law* including, without limitation, 
restrictions to the *Michigan State University Journal of Medicine and Law* subscribers 
and/or to “pay-per-view” readers. Furthermore, within the Exclusive Period of the 
Agreement as set forth in Paragraph 1, you agree not to post, nor authorize the posting of, 
the Article on the World Wide Web, or similar electronic data retrieval system, without 
the expressed advanced written consent of the *Michigan State University Journal of 
Medicine and Law*, nor create or authorize any hypertext links to the full text of the 
Article that would circumvent (insert) access provisions established pursuant to this 
Paragraph 4. You may at any time create hyperlinks to the *Michigan State University 
Journal of Medicine and Law* abstract of the Article or to the *Michigan State University 
Journal of Medicine and Law* access screen for the full text of the Article.

5. Publication of the Article in the *Michigan State University Journal of Medicine and Law* 
entitles each author to one free copy of the issue in which the Article is first published 
and 25 (twenty-five) individual article reprints. Additional individual reprints produced 
by the *Michigan State University Journal of Medicine and Law* (“official reprints”) will 
be available upon request, but any costs incurred in making individual reprints of the 
Article are not the responsibility of the *Michigan State University Journal of Medicine 
and Law*, unless such individual reprints are ordered by the *Michigan State University 
Journal of Medicine and Law* for its own use.

6. You agree to forward all original (not LEXIS* or WESTLAW** generated) secondary 
authority cited in the Article. It is further agreed that screen printouts of all World Wide
Web information, including the web address and date visited, used in the Article will be forwarded.

7. The rights granted in this letter agreement are irrevocable, and the *Michigan State University Journal of Medicine and Law* may transfer or sublicense such rights.

8. You represent and agree that you have full power and authority to enter into this agreement and to grant the rights in this letter agreement.

9. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties and supersedes all other prior or contemporaneous communication between the parties (whether oral or written) relating to the copyright of the Article. The Agreement may be modified or amended solely in writing signed by both parties.

Please indicate your agreement with these provisions by countersigning the enclosed copy of this letter agreement and returning the countersigned copy to us. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call us.

Respectfully,

[Name of Current Articles Editor]  
Chief Editor of Articles
[Author Name], Author

Date

And

[Name of Current Articles Editor], Chief Editor of Articles

Date